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The CATAMOUNT
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Feet n fannies ...

The new dress (;ode liber~lization ~eems to have brought
about a slack ,in the fashion ettiquette of Cubberley girls, as
evidetlced by the. misfit jeans and breathtaking pants pictured above.
Photo_s:B. PARRISH, M. PARRISH; SCOTT
By ART IGNACIO
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Mrs. Whitehorn speaks to
Cub seniors about draft

"We are devastating a peopIe and a country as we prolong the period in which we
try to avoid admitting we may
have miscalculated somewhere
along the line,',' explained Mrs.
Evelyn Whitehorn in a letter
she wrote to the San Jose Draft
Board, refusing to give her
son, Cubberley graduate Erik
Whitehorn, permission to register for the Selective Service
System. Mrs. Whitehorn spoke
to morning government classes
on her confrontation with the
draft on Thursday, February 27.
Bec:ause her son Erik, who
feels the Vietnam War is immoral, is only eighteen, Mrs.
Whitehorn 'has called to the'
court's attention that he has
no legal rights and she has
stated, as his mother, "I do
not want to conspire with the
government to make Erik a
criminal as a result of upholding his beliefs." She told
the San Jose Draft Board in
her letter that she believes that
since she is legally responsible for her son's actions,
any punitiv~ action should be
directed at her'.
Emphasizing the Supreme

Court's doctrine of challenging laws that a person feels
are unjust, Mrs. Whitehorn declared, ," the lifeblood of this
country is the right to 'seek
redress of grievances through
due process/'
I
, When her . son
Robert, who is presently awaiting trial for refusal to be inducted into the armed forces
because it would violate his
conscience, returned his student draft deferment, she re- ,
alized that he w'as responding
with the moral principles of
right and wrong that she had
raised him with.
Mrs. Whitehorn knows her
son Bob will go to jail eventually. She insists that if this
country follows the consent of
'the governed, the government
will see that the country is
against the war in Vietnam.
Her son Bob feels that this
country is losing its republican
principles and she, in her letter
to the Draft Board, declared,
"I would like to believe that
events in our country have not
advanced, as yet, to the point
where it is a crime, punishable
by imprisonment, to hold nonviolent beliefs."

Workshop commences
, (Co~'t. from Page 1)
The adults too found little
difficulty in finding descriptions to fit the students of today. Some expressed commnets
on students included their use
of selective hearing, their lack
of ability to see anything positive in the world around them,
and their anti -intellectualism,

Mr. John Lewis pointed out that
students often appear to "confuse listening with agreeing,"
insisting that if adults do not
agree with them,.they are "not
listening:~
Many persons emphasized
their objections to labeling,
stereotyping, and categorizing.
It was repeatedly illustrated

MRS.

WHITEHORN

Hair is apparent!
This is the year of facial foliage.
It all started with the
mustache growing contest in
which Pete Reiland became Mr.
Hair. Before that it was the
history department ogres plus
Mr. Putnam trying to pass himself off as Ernest Hemingway.
Bushy sideburns are brushing
their- way down the halls and
peach fuzz can be seen sprouting on upper lips and chins
from the H-wing to the music
rooms. Finally, something happened that no one could believe.
The underbrush epidemic hit
the gym." ,
"
Coach Peters, in an effort to
help the cause of the Universal
Gym has promised to grow his

one Dutton COUlQ never De mlStaken for' a member' of the
ma1p-sex.
Not one of these
people is currently enrolled
in the sophomore, junior, or
senior class at Cubberley. The
question herein lies:
unless
you're taking the Matterhorn,
painting the house, or dropping into your auto, should you
and a pair of pants be seen
together in public?
To help one along on that
situation' created above, a few
soul searching moments. First
realization is that pants do leave
very little to the imagination
over one's dimensions in most
cases. If the derierre exceeds
95 centimeters, then pants for
plurality is aptly named. Now,
in the standing position, do your
pants touch your shoes? If not,
and) they do hit the proximity
of the central shin bone, then
your time is a little late coming. Peddle-pushers and toreadore pants are proper, only
with rolled' down bobby-socks,
black and white saddle shoes,
an~ screaming at Elvis thepel~
vis.
Condition and type of material

.Top cougars
/get(Con't.honors
from Page
1)

Susanne Levitsky,
Deborah
Logue,
Roline Loung, Mary
Marchman, Christopher Martin,
Michael
Mayer,
Maureel1
McCarty,
Clare McCormick,
Bonnie McDowell,
Barbara
Miller, James Miller, Roxanne
Minasian, Christine- Mooers,
Rodney Pang, William Parrish,
Carol Pearch, Janet Pickthorn,
Anthony Pitre, Werner Plagge,
Sandra.
Robinson,
Harold
Sampson, Charles Scott, Louis
Smith, Marylee Smith, Daniel
St. John, Ann Taboroff, and
Kathryn Williams.
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REQUIEM FOR A SCAMI-
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set up snap JliS( l''ior(n or .t'layland at the Beach in the City.
On the other extreme, some
prefer the good wearing qualities and rugged appearance of
stout denims, Levi or navy
surplus type.
It seems too
often with these that they have
the look ofa year's camping
with the only means of washing
them being to beat them over
.stones.
If not this, then the
look of having taken the Matterhorn and then proceeding to
roll the entire distance back
down. Or even a leisurely walk
through Foothill Park when you
were jumped by a cougar and
dragged through the briers and
brambles south on into lower
Baja California.
Oh, but there are some smooth
sauntering creatures stalking
the halls of Cubberley. They
definitely have two legs and
they are definitely female.
Those frozen legs from the
combination of a dress andpeddling the' bicycle to school are
small prices
to pay for
the toning exercise that,;could
very well lead to an early spring
thaw.

difficulty in finding descriptions to fit the students of today. Some expressed commnets
on students included their use
of selective hearing, their lack
of ability to see anything po sitive in the world around them,
and their anti -intellectualism.
Commenting on the young
people, Mr. Miles Putnam said
that "student s seem to think
that values are easy to come
by, and that one set is as good
as another."
Mrs. Claude
Barlow,
a
parent,
also
emphasized
the
students
" humorlessness."
Mr. Barney Tanner admitted
that he himself is "getting impatient with impatience," and
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insisting that if adults do not rooms. Finally, something hapagree with them,. they are "not . pened that no one could believe.
The underbnish epidemic hit
listening •.;,
Ii;
Many persons emphasized
the gym.
their objections to labeling,
Coach Peters, in an effort to
stereotyping, and categorizing.
help the cause of the pniversal
It was repeatedly illustrated
Gym has promised to grow his
that while it is unfair to group beard for every week that twenstudents as "hippies" or as ty-five Blue Chip Stamp books
"agitators",
so was it unfair
are'brought in. Nowif you throw
to automatically group parents
in Coach, ~econd, maybe that
or faculty into a hostile camp. gym will j:Je here tomorrow.

For all your SCllOOlsupplies ...
Crepe Paper

Drafting Supplies

Binders

Art Supplies
, s~t\.O\'\et'"

:~ongbon &: (!Cromt,llnc.
270 UNIVERSITY AVENUE ::,
Menlo Park
downtown Palo Alto'
:: 725 SANTA CRUZ BLVD.

Robert A. Green
STATE FARM IN8URANCE

HOOTENANNY!
Next Monday. evening,
March 10, at7:30inthecafetorium, the Girls' League
will present its second annual hootenanny to raise money for the scholarship to be
given at the end of the year.
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